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Abstract: In today’s world number of devices are used in order to complete the work. These devices generate a lot of data and also need to communicate with other devices. It is necessary to analyze the data generated by these machines. When devices want to connect it is necessary to have an internet connection. IoT is basically a network which consists of devices, vehicles, home appliances, software’s, sensors, actuators, and they are connected to collect and exchange the data. In order to achieve this data mining and IoT can be utilized. The collaboration of IOT and Data Mining will make various tasks simpler. Merger of data mining and IoT is discussed in this paper. This paper represents Data mining challenges, and Data mining issues with IOT.

I. Introduction

IoT is the process of connecting each and every thing through the Internet. Recently many new applications and services are introduced. IoT will help to connect number of nodes of various objects with the web servers and supercomputers. New technologies can be integrated very easily with IoT. Nowadays everyone has devices such as mobile phones, with the help of these devices, there is no limitation that corrupts the connection between people. Researchers working in various fields such as academics, government have interest in modifying the internet by designing various systems such as smart home, smart pen, intelligent transportation, global supply chain, healthcare.

II. Data from IoT

IOT creates data by gathering information from various devices. Sensors are used to gather data and should be able to collect useful information. It is essential to handle large amount of data obtained from devices and to find useful information. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is used to extract data and has following steps: data gathering, data cleaning, data integration, data transformation, data mining and evaluation or decision making. Data extraction is done at Data mining step.

III. Data Mining from IoT

IOT It is essential to understand relationship between data mining and IOT. The very first step is to capture the data from devices such as Sensor networks, Actuators, WSN (Wireless Sensor Network), WSAN (Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network), RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)Tags, Camera, GPS etc. These devices generate large amount of data and it will be in different formats. The devices that generate and capture data are as follows:

1. Sensor Networks
   A sensor network is a group of small devices and which will monitor and store the conditions and data. Sensor networks are used widely in industry, health industry, manufacturing, scientific and engineering applications, education industry, home appliances etc. it comprises of wireless sensor networks.

2. WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks)
   WSN is a network of various autonomous nodes which covers a particular region, gathers data and provides the information. There are number of wireless sensor nodes which have some computational power, some memory, limited bandwidth and sensing capability. They capture and store the data of the environmental conditions and send the data to a sink or a base station which further processes and analyzes the data. The sensor nodes can communicate with each other using radio signals.

3. RFID
   RFID means Radio Frequency Identification. It used to identify objects and people using radio technology of short range. These objects and people also can communicate with each other digitally. There are 2 entities here: Reader which is stationary and Tag which is movable. This tag on any object is being read by the
reader to identify it. RFID consists of: transceiver (transmitter/receiver) and antenna are usually combined as an RFID reader. A transponder (transmitter/responder) and antenna are combined to make an RFID tag [8]. Tags are scanned and information is forwarded to backend. The backend consists of database, application interface. When information is received, backend adds it to database.

Example of RFID systems and implementation is supermarket chains. All the products is the shopping bag of the customer may be identified by RFID reader as all the products have RFID tags on them. After identifying the products, the information is send to the backend which further provides the additional information such as prices of the products, discounts on the qualifying products and for the qualifying customers, etc. Also the backend reduces the number of products in the database and notifies the concerned authority if the stock of the products have to be updated. In many applications, barcodes are often used but the difference between bar codes and RFID systems are RFID systems do not need a line of sight, RFID readers may scan many products at one time and they have more storage than barcode systems.

IV. How do Data Mining Processes Work

IoT data mining processes are divided into different stages, as follows:
1. Data is integrated according to different data sources.
2. Data is cleaned, so it can be easily extracted and processed.
3. Some parts of data are extracted and prepared for future processing.
4. Sophisticated algorithms are used to identify patterns.
5. Data is restructured and presented to the users in a coherent way.

V. Challenges in Data Mining with IoT

1. A major challenge is to upgrade a crime detecting application which includes advanced features that prevent crime.
2. One challenge is to extract large data available in large data storage and to detect any noise or unreliable data in that large dataset.
3. Mining uncertain and incomplete data is also a big data challenge. The algorithm modification is also very difficult, providing security solutions for sharing data is not so easy [11].
4. It’s is difficult to handle and analyse large data for data mining purpose.
5. Building an intelligent system with the help of simple algorithm is not possible. For preparing an intelligent system, a number of algorithms must be fused to a single algorithm.
6. Internet connection may arise as a challenge when used in rapid speed device.
7. It is a challenge to build up an intelligent industrial IOT device, which includes smart city, green energy generation etc.
8. Major challenges in security are widespread data collection, unexpected use of consumer data.
9. Sharing of standards and infrastructure gives rise to a security issue.

VI. Major Issues in Data Mining with IoT

1. Parallel programming needs to be designed in such a way that every algorithm can be applied to it).
2. The framework that considers security, privacy, data sharing, the growth of data size etc to be designed.
3. Infrastructure Perspective: IOT gives low computation and high throughput, but mining algorithm is designed for small size & low power consumption device. This creates an infrastructure issue.
4. Data Perspective: Gathering data from different sources creates redundant data. The user needs to filter the redundant data for better system performance. Moreover, data generate from different from sources may become an obstacle.
5. Algorithm Perspective: Some example of IOT needs adding classifiers dynamically and some needs adding classifier statically. So, we need some mining technologies to be fused that can classify the classifiers in a common way.
6. Privacy and Security: Privacy and Security remains an issue because every algorithm and technologies are not able to outperform privacy and security issue. For example, it is easy for companies to collect different customer data from various devices or sources and use data mining techniques to find the information that helps in increasing sales volume but the issue is that many customers wouldn’t like to disclose their privacy and security, such as retail, shopping behavior.
7. Massive Scaling: How to name, identify, authenticate, maintain, protect and use a large number of data is an open issue.
8. Architecture and dependency: It is difficult to construct an architecture that connects a large number of things to the internet. Many things are dependent on each other, so removing any of them may generate an error[18].
9. Robustness: In robustness, devices location have to be known if clock drifts, the location of the device may not be accurate.

VII. Conclusion

The usage of devices has increased and due to this a lot of data is generated by these devices. In order to deal with devices and data generated by them, data mining techniques are essential. The fusion of IOT with data mining helps to discover useful information from large amount of data. Various algorithms are available that can be applied on large datasets. The techniques of Data mining are clustering, classification, pattern mining. This paper focuses on the challenges and issues of data mining. Since the IoT is in the initial stage, focus is on developing efficient mechanism and algorithms.
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